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Abstract: A series of studies aimed at developing methods and systems of analyzing
epigenetic information in cells and in cell networks, as well as that of genetic information,
was examined to expand our understanding of how living systems are determined. Because
cells are minimum units reflecting epigenetic information, which is considered to map the
history of a parallel-processing recurrent network of biochemical reactions, their behaviors
cannot be explained by considering only conventional DNA information-processing
events. The role of epigenetic information on cells, which complements their genetic
information, was inferred by comparing predictions from genetic information with cell
behaviour observed under conditions chosen to reveal adaptation processes, population
effects and community effects. A system of analyzing epigenetic information was
developed starting from the twin complementary viewpoints of cell regulation as an
“algebraic” system (emphasis on temporal aspects) and as a “geometric” system (emphasis
on spatial aspects). Exploiting the combination of latest microfabrication technology and
measurement technologies, which we call on-chip cellomics assay, we can control and
re-construct the environments and interaction of cells from “algebraic” and “geometric”
viewpoints. In this review, temporal viewpoint of epigenetic information, a part of the
series of single-cell-based “algebraic” and “geometric” studies of celluler systems in our
research groups, are summerized and reported. The knowlege acquired from this study may
lead to the use of cells that fully control practical applications like cell-based drug
screening and the regeneration of organs.
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1 Introducttion
1.
Knowledge about liiving organnisms has increased drramatically during thee 20th centtury and haas
p
produced
thhe modern disciplines of genomiccs and protteomics. Hoowever, deespite these advances, a
g
great
challennge remainns in learninng how the different liiving compoonents of a cell are in
ntegrated annd
r
regulated.
A we move into the post-genomic period, the complemenntarity of geenomics and
As
d proteomiccs
w becomee more appaarent, allowing the connnections beetween them
will
m to be explloited. How
wever, neitheer
g
genomics
noor proteomiics based only
o
on gennomic inform
mation can provide thhe knowledg
ge needed to
t
innterconnectt molecularr events inn living ceells. The ceells in a group
g
are iindividual entities, annd
d
differences
a
arise
even among
a
cellss with identtical geneticc informatioon that havee grown under the sam
me
c
conditions.
These cellss respond differently
d
t perturbattions [1]. Why
to
W and hoow do thesee differencees
a
arise?
Cells are minimuum units dettermining thheir responsses through genetic andd epigeneticc informatioon
liike the histtory of inteeractions beetween them
m and fluctu
uations in environmen
e
ntal conditio
ons affectinng
thhem. To unnderstand thhe rules undderlying possible differences occuurring in ceells, we need to develoop
m
methods
of simultaneou
s
usly evaluatting both the genetic an
nd epigenetiic informatiion (Figure 1).
Figuree 1. Epigennetic inform
mation: com
mplementary
y to geneticc information. As epig
genetic
inform
mation is based on the functional
f
p
pathway
infformation, it
i is sometim
mes quite difficult
d
to meeasure usinng the convventional destructive
d
molecule-bbased analyysis. To measure
m
the eppigenetic information
i
n, re-constrructive app
proach of cell netw
work model with
non-deestructive loong-term measurement
m
t is one of th
he powerfull methods.

In other words,
w
if we
w are to unnderstand addaptation prrocesses, poopulation effects (a grroup of sam
me
c
cells)
and coommunity effects
e
(a grroup of diffe
ferent cells),, and the meeaning of ceell network
k patterns, we
w
a
n
need
to anaalyze their epigenetic informationn. We thuss started a project foccusing on developing
d
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ssystem that could be used
u
to evalluate the eppigenetic in
nformation in
i cells by continuoussly observinng
s
specific
exam
mples and their
t
interacctions underr controlled
d conditionss. The impoortance of un
nderstandinng
e
epigenetic
innformation is expectedd to becomee apparent in
n cell-basedd biologicall and mediccal fields likke
c
cell-based
d
drug
screeniing and thee regeneratiion of orgaans from steem cells, fiields wheree phenomenna
c
cannot
be innterpreted without
w
takinng epigenetiic factors in
nto account.
We starteed a series of
o studies on
o the “deteermination of
o genetic and
a epigeneetic control processes in
i
c
cells”
using on-chip microfabricat
m
tion techniqques and ceell-based annalysis. To uunderstand the meaninng
o genetic innformation and epigennetic correlaation in cellls, we deveeloped an onn-chip sing
of
gle-cell-baseed
m
microcultiva
ation methood. As we caan see in Fiigure 2, the strategy beehind our m
method was constructive,
innvolving thhree steps.
Figuree 2. Our strrategy: on-cchip cellom
mics analysiss. In the connventional ccell-based studies,
s
cell linnes were ussually used for acquirinng the samee type of ceells, and theen cultivated them
in thee cultivation dish witthout any control off their popuulation or no formattion of
comm
munity with other cell types,
t
and finally
f
they were analyyzed as a grroup regard
dless of
their differences
d
o cell cycles regardlesss of their possible
of
p
diff
fferences. Inn contrast, on-chip
o
cellom
mics technollogy adopteed the new three step strategies: first, the cells were adopted
a
from the
t commuunity using non-destruuctive cell sorting proocedure, theen the cells were
cultivaated in a moocrochambeers, in whicch cell netw
work formatiion and meddium enviro
onment
was coontrolled, annd finally thhe genome/pproteome measuremen
m
nt in each ceell was meassured.
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First, we purified ceells from tisssue one byy one in a nondestructi
n
ive manner [2]. We theen cultivateed
a
and
observeed them unnder fully controlled conditions (e.g., cell populationn, network patterns, or
o
n
nutrient
connditions) using an onn-chip singgle-cell culttivation chiip [3–12] or an on-cchip agarosse
m
microchamb
ber system [13–20]. Finally, we
w did sin
ngle-cell-baased expresssion analy
ysis througgh
p
phototherma
al denaturattion and sinngle-molecuule level an
nalysis [21]]. In this w
way, we can
n control thhe
s
spatial
distriibution and interactionss of cells.
In this paper,
p
we explain thee aims of our singlee-cell-basedd study andd the sing
gle-cell-baseed
c
cultivation/a
analysis system especiaally focusinng on the tem
mporal aspeects of epigeenetic inform
mation usinng
s
single
bacterrium cultivaation and coomparison of
o her directt decendants.
22. Why On--Chip Celloomics Techn
nology?: Cultivation
C
Systems from “Algeb
braic” and
“
“Geometric
c” Viewpoin
nts
The advaantage of ouur on-chip cellomics
c
a
approach
is that it rem
moves the coomplexity in
n underlyinng
p
physicochem
mical reactiions that arre not alwaays compleetely understood and for which most of thhe
n
necessary
variables cannnot be meeasured. Mooreover, thiis approachh shifts the view of ceell regulatorry
p
processes
frrom a basicc chemical ground
g
to a paradigm of the cell as an inforrmation-pro
ocessing unnit
w
working
as an intelliggent machinne capable of adaptatting to chaanging enviironmental and internaal
c
conditions.
This is an alternative representattion of the cell and caan bring neew insights into cellulaar
p
processes.
T
Thus,
moddels derivedd from succh a viewp
point can directly heelp in more traditionaal
b
biochemical
l and molecuular biologiical analysees that assistt in our undderstanding oof control in
n cells.
Figuree 3. Aim of
o the singlee-cell basedd analysis (1):
( temporaal aspect. Inn this aspecct, two
viewpoints of anaalysis shoulld be done; one is com
mparing two daughter cells born frrom the
mparing thee direct desscendant cellls for geneerations
isolateed single ceell, and the other is com
to evaaluate whethher the infoormation/chaaracteristicss of isolatedd single celll can be in
nherited
througgh cell divissions.

o the studyy was to deevelop on-cchip single-ccell-based ccultivation and analysis
The mainn purpose of
s
systems
to monitor
m
dynnamic proceesses in thee cell. We have
h
used these
t
system
ms to extend ideas from
m
thhe genetic to the geneetic-epigeneetic networkk in investiigating topics like variiations in cells with thhe
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ssame genetiic informattion, inherittance of noon-genetic information
i
n between aadjacent geenerations of
o
c
cells,
cellulaar adaptatioon processees caused by
b environm
mental channge, the poopulation efffect and thhe
c
community
effect of cells,
c
and network
n
patttern formaation in celll groups (F
Figures 3 and
a 4). Afteer
s
sufficient
exxperimental observationns, we can understand
u
the role of epigenetic
e
iinformation
n in modelinng
m
more
compleex signalingg cascades. This field has
h almost been
b
entirelyy monopolizzed by physsico-chemicaal
m
models,
whhich providde a good standard foor compariison, evaluaation, and developmeent with ouur
a
approach.
T ultimate aim of our
The
o study is
i to provid
de a comprrehensive uunderstanding of livinng
s
systems
as products
p
off both geneetic and epiigenetic infformation. It
I would peermit us to describe thhe
p
phenomena
occurring inn cell system
ms sufficienntly well to be able to interpret
i
andd control th
hem.
patial (geom
metric) aspeect. In this aspect,
Figuree 4. Aim off single-cell-based anaalysis (2): sp
of analysiss also shouuld be don
two viewpoints
v
ne; one is populationn/communitty size
dependdence and thhe other is spatial
s
(netw
work) patterrn dependennce of groupp of cells.

33. Cultivation System for “Algeb
braic” View
wpoint: On--Chip Singlle-Cell Culltivation Sy
ystem for
I
Isolated
Esccherichia coli Cells
Phenotyppic and behhavioral varriations froom cell to cell have been
b
observved to exisst even in a
g
genetically
i
identical
poopulation [1,22–25]. Thhe resulting heterogeneeity in a clonnal populatiion may weell
b importannt not only for
be
f survivall [24], but also
a
for coo
operation inn a populatiion that mu
ust obviouslly
e
exist
and work
w
in multicellular
m
organismss [26–28]. The mechhanisms off producing
g phenotypiic
v
variations
a exploredd both theooretically [29–34] and
are
d experimeentally [35––37] as an intracellulaar
n
noise-driven
n process [338]. McAdams and Arkin
A
proposed that stoochasticity in the proccess of genne
e
expression
c
could
lead the
t substanttially large difference of protein products
p
am
mount, whicch eventuallly
a
affects
the switching mechanism
ms in indivvidual cells in a grouup that seleect between
n alternativve
p
phenotypes
[33]. The existence
e
off the noise in gene exp
pression proocesses wass shown ex
xperimentallly
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by van Oudenaarden and colleagues [37]. They showed that the resulting expression noise had a strong
positive correlation with translational efficiency. As another example of the experiment, Elowitz and
colleagues examined the contributions to overall variation from gene expression process and from
other cellular components separately, showing that the noise in gene expression process did not
uniquely determine the total variability [36].
These studies are based on the temporal observation of a cell group. The group based observation,
however, cannot show how an individual cell produces different phenotypes and behaviors in the
course of proliferation and whether phenotypes and behaviors specific to an individual cell can be
inherited. Conventional techniques like flow cytometry and direct observation with a microscope
provide no control over the cell-cell interactions or selection of cell type. Flow cytometry enables us to
obtain the distributions of parameters like concentration, size, shape, DNA content etc. at the
single-cell level in a group although not related to epigenetic profiles yet [39]. The problem of this
method is that it cannot continuously track a specific cell’s dynamics because the sample drawn from
the culture is discarded after the measurement. Neither can it keep cells under isolated conditions, nor
can it identify a particular cell, especially after cell division has occurred. Thus, cytometry can give us
information about the average properties of cells as a summation of individual characteristics of
different cells in a group, that is, how the group changes including the distribution information of
individuals, but it can’t give us the tracking information about how a same single cell changes. Direct
measurement with a microscope of cells in solid media like cultivation plates [28,40–43] can identify
individual cells, and thus, can track specific cells continuously. However, it is impossible to keep cells
isolated especially after cell divisions have occurred and it is impossible to control the interactions
between particular cells because the positions of the cells are fixed at the beginning of the cultivation.
Thus these conventional methods are not satisfactory means of gaining an understanding of single-cell
level interactions of particular cells.
As new techniques are needed to clarify the interactions between genetically identical cells, we have
developed an on-chip single-cell-based microculture method exploiting recent microfabrication
techniques and conventional in vivo techniques. The advantage of the on-chip technique is that a
diverse population development out of one cell can be followed directly. To manipulate cells in
microchambers, we use non-contact forces, such as optical tweezers and acoustic radiation force,
which have been used to handle cells, organelles, and biomolecules on microscope specimens [2,44–49].
In this section, we briefly describe our on-chip single-cell based microculture method and explain the
on-chip single cell cultivation chip.
3.1. System Design
To understand variations in cells with the same genetic information and observe adaptation
processes in cells, we need to directly compare sister or direct-descendant cells (see the viewpoints in
Figure 3 and methods in Figure 5).
Figure 6 is a schematic drawing of the entire system we used for on-chip single-cell-based analysis.
It consists of a microchamber array plate (chip), a cover chamber attached to the medium circulation
unit, a ×100 phase-contrast/fluorescence microscope, and optical tweezers.
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Figuree 5. Singlee-cell cultivvation in microchamb
m
bers to meeasure variaability in genetic
g
inform
mation. An on-chip single-cell
s
cultivation
n system enabled
e
excess cells to be
transfeerred from the
t analysiss chamber to the wastee chamber thhrough a naarrow chann
nel that
alloweed a particular cell too be selectted from cells
c
in thee microfabrricated culttivation
chambber with nonn-contact foorce, opticall tweezers.

Figuree 6. On-chiip single-ceell cultivatioon system for
f E. coli cells.
c
The ssystem conssists of
three parts; micrrochamber array chipp with med
dium supplly, optical microscopy
y with
recordding equipm
ment, and opptical tweezeers.

The micrrochamber array is the
t
microfaabricated structure
s
onn the glasss slide maade of thicck
p
photo-resist
Microlithograaphy Chem
mical Corp., Newton, MA,
M USA) (F
Figure 7). The
T height of
o
SU-8-5 (M
thhe microchhamber arrayy is 5 µm, in which thhe cells aree enclosed. The microcchamber array is sealeed
w a semippermeable membrane
with
m
t prevent the
to
t cells esccaping from
m it. The sem
mipermeablle membranne
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iss decoratedd with avidinn and the gllass slide with biotin to
o ensure thee seal is tighht (Figure 8)). With thesse
d
decorations
on the mem
mbrane andd slide, it iss possible to
t observe cells
c
in thee microcham
mber withouut
thhem escapiing. The microchambe
m
er (comparttment) is co
omposed of two mainn parts. Thee first is thhe
o
observation
area, whicch has four sub-compaartments in
n it at the center
c
of thhe microchaamber. Eacch
s
sub-compart
tment has a volume off 20 × 20 × 5 µm. Thee second paart includess the discard
ding areas at
a
b
both
sides of the four-rooom sub-coompartmentss.
The first four direct--descendantt cells derivved from a isolated sinngle cell weere placed in
i one of thhe
f
four
sub-coompartmentts individuaally to keeep them issolated. Thhe excess descendantt cells werre
trransferred to
t the two large
l
discarrding areas along the white
w
arrow
w with the ooptical tweeezers througgh
thhe narrow winding
w
patth as shown in Figure 7.
7
As we cann see in thee micrographhs, only onee cell is encclosed in eacch of the foour sub-com
mpartments of
o
thhe observattion area unnder isolatedd conditionns. Four speecific cells in
i the four sub-comparrtments werre
s
simultaneou
usly observeed without any disrupption by thee other cells and withoout leaving
g the field of
o
v
view
of the microscope
m
e.
Optical tweezers
t
w
were
introduuced to ennable non-ccontact hanndling of thhe cell speecimens. An
A
N
Nd:YAG
lasser (wavelength = 1,0664 nm, T20--8S, Spectraa Physics, Santa
S
Clara, CA, USA)) was guideed
too the ×1000 phase conntrast objecttive lens (U
UplanApo, Olympus, Tokyo,
T
Jappan) in a ph
hase contrast
m
microscope
(IX-70, Ollympus, Tokkyo, Japan)) as the light source for
f the opticcal tweezerrs, which arre
w
widely
usedd in handling micron-siized particlees and biom
materials [444–49]. We used it in the
t system in
i
o protocoll to transporrt particularr cells withinn the microchamber.
our
Figuree 7. Opticall micrographh of microchhamber (com
mpartment)) with four ssub-comparttments.
Each single-celll cultivatioon comparrtment has four obsservation ssub-comparrtments
(A, B,, C, and D) at the centter of the microstructu
m
ure. At the both
b
sides oof four culttivation
compaartment, tw
wo cell discarding com
mpartments are arrangeed and are connected to the
observvation sub-ccompartmennts with lonng winding narrow
n
pathhways. Enlaarged viewss of the
four ceells in the foour sub-com
mpartments of the obseervation areaa can be seeen.
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Figuree 8. Sealinng protocol for semippermeable membrane
m
lid on chipp. Semiperm
meable
membrane is decorated withh avidin, andd the glass slide with biotin.
b
Afteer the introd
duction
of singgle cells intto the microochambers the semiperrmeable meembrane lidd sealed thee top of
the miicrochambeers with aviidin-viotin bonding to prevent esscape the issolated cellls from
mcrochambers.

The mediium circulaation unit utilized
u
a glass box with a volum
me of 1 mL that had tw
wo branches.
It was mounnted on the microcham
mber array chip
c
and a fresh
f
mediuum buffer w
was always circulated in
i
t two brannches at a rate
r of 1 mL/min withh a peristaltiic pump. Th
he bottom of
o
thhe glass boox through the
thhe glass boox was oppen and thee conditionn of the meedium arouund the cellls could be
b constantlly
m
maintained
b buffer exxchanges thhrough the semipermeab
by
ble membraane.
The wholle microculltivation parrt was placed in a therrmo controll cage (IX-IBM, Olym
mpus, Tokyoo,
J
Japan)
to maintain
m
thee temperaturre at 37 °C
C throughou
ut observatiion. The obbservation images
i
werre
taaken with a CCD cam
mera (CS230, Olympuss, Tokyo, Japan)
J
and recorded
r
onn digital vid
deo cassettee.
T
These
were analyzed onn a personall computer (PCV-R73K
K, Sony, Tookyo, Japan).
3 Differenntial Analyssis of Sister Cells with Identical
3.2.
I
Geenetic Inforrmation andd Experiencee
To investtigate non-genetic varriability in the divisio
on cycle annd growth oof single ceells, we first
c
compared
thhe growth and
a divisionn times for pairs of E. coli daughhter cells unnder isolateed conditionns
u
using
the onn-chip singlee-cell cultivvation system
m we just described
d
in [3,5] (see F
Figure 9).
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Figuree 9. Differrential anaalysis of siister cells. During onn-chip culttivation, bo
oth the
differeence of intterdivision time (celll cycle) an
nd lengths at time (t) of sister cells
were compared.
c

Figuree 10. Timee course groowth for isoolated indiv
vidual E. cooli and twoo daughterss. After
on-chiip cultivatioon started, an
a isolated single
s
cell (mother
(
celll) grew in tthe microch
hamber,
and fiinally dividded into tw
wo daughteer cells (seee the arrow
ws). Althouugh the neewborn
daughtter cells grew synchroonously in the
t same manner,
m
theyy divided innto granddaaughter
cells at
a different times,
t
(see filled
f
arrow
whead and open arrowhhead in the ggraph repressenting
the divvision timess of each off sister cells,, respectivelly).

In this exxperiment, we used E.
E coli strainn JM109 in
n a minimaal medium, M9 (4.5 g/L
g KH2PO
O4,
−5
1
10.5
g/L K2HPO4, 50 mg/L
m
MgSO
O4·7H2O, pH
H 7.1) conttaining 1 × 10 % (w//v) of gluco
ose at 37 °C
C.
F
Figure
10 shhows the foour typical examples of
o the differential anallysis of sistter cells witthin the fouur
c
compartmen
nts in a microcultivatioon chip. Hennce the grow
wths and ceell divisionss in Figure 10(a–d) waas
o
observed
sim
multaneouslly in the sam
me circumsstances. Forr example, after
a
on-chiip cultivatio
on started, an
a
issolated singgle cell (moother cell) grew
g
in the microchamb
m
ber after thee resting off growth fro
om 2.8 µm to
t
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5.6 µm in 90 min, and finally divided into two 2.8-µm daughter cells (see Figure 10(a)). Although the
newborn daughter cells grew synchronously in the same manner, they divided into granddaughter cells
at different times, i.e., 70 min and 90 min (see arrowheads in graph). The three other examples
(Figure 10(b–d)) show that even though the growth of the mother cell and her daughter cells seems to
have no significant correlation, the growth of two daughter (sister) cells from the same mother cell
seems to be quite similar. In contrast, the division times for daughter cells of the same length
(Figure 10(a,c,d)) were not synchronous. In Figure 10(b), on the other hand, the division time and cell
growth tendency of two daughter cells were synchronous even though they were born after unequal
divisions of the mother cell. These results indicate that variations in cell growth and cell division may
not be closely correlated and that cell division time is independent of genetic identity and cell size.
The division time differences between two daughter cells from the same mother cells were also
measured (Figure 11). Although sister cells are thought to have the same DNA and chemical
components as their mother’s cells, the results revealed only 36% of daughter cells divided into
granddaughter cells within a 10-min difference of period even when they started at the same cell
lengths (Figure 11(a)). The dependence of division time differences for newborn daughter cells on
length was also evaluated and the time distribution was similar regardless of the initial length
(Figure 11(b)). These results also indicates that variations in cell division may not depend on DNA
mutation or the initial cell size.
Figure 11. (a) Differences in division time for two daughter cells of same mother cells
(n = 80 pairs), and (b) initial dependence of division time differences on length.

The initial dependence of variations in cell growth and division on length was also evaluated. The
ratio of the final length of these cells and their initial length seems to be independent of the initial
length, about 170%, when it is longer than 3 µm. The speed of growth of cells also has no significant
dependence on the initial length.
It has been already well described for E. coli and also for a few other bacterial strains that the cell
division time itself is nearly constant (deterministic) but the time point in cell cycling for the division
decision can be very different. This is the pre-D time (a stochastic event) and its duration is determined
by micro-environmental conditions, and probably also by epigenetics including actual cell sizes [50].
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3 Differenntial Analysiis of Direct--Descendant Cells with Identical Genetic
3.3.
G
Inforrmation and
d Experiencee
We next examined whether
w
the characterisstics of direct descendaants of an issolated sing
gle cell coulld
b inheritedd under isolated condittions using the on-chip
be
p single-celll cultivationn/analysis system
s
[4,66].
F
Figure
12 pllots temporaal variations in cell lenngths of individuals andd their desccendants. Figure 12(a–dd)
inndicate growth and divvision patteerns for fouur cells born
n from a sinngle cell annd isolated into the fouur
s
sub-chambe
rs A to D inn Figure 7.
Figuree 12. Tem
mporal variaations in cell
c
lengthss of indiviidual cells and their direct
descenndants. (a) to (d) indicate growthh and divission patternns for four cells born from a
single cell and isoolated into the
t four subb-chambers A to D in Figure
F
7.

Figure 133(a) also ploots variationns in interdiivision timees for consecutive geneerations of other
o
isolateed
E coli cells derived froom a comm
E.
mon ancestorr. The four series of interdivision times varieed around thhe
o
overall
meann value, 52 min (dasheed line); thee mean valu
ues of the foour cell lines a, b, c, an
nd d were 544,
5 56 and 56 min, inndicating raather small differencees comparedd with the large variaations in thhe
51,
innterdivisionn times of consecutive
c
e generationns. These reesults suppoort the ideaa that interd
division tim
me
v
variations
frrom generattion to generation are dominated
d
by
b fluctuatioons around tthe mean vaalue, and this
w evidencce of a stabbilized phennotype that was
was
w subseq
quently inheerited. To exxplore this idea furtheer,
w examined the depenndence of innterdivision time on thee interdivisiion time of tthe previou
we
us generationn.
W grouped all interrdivision time data innto four categories
We
c
a
and
calculaated their distributionns
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(Figure 13(b)). A comparison of these distributions revealed that they were astonishingly similar,
suggesting that there was no dependence on the previous generation. That is, there was no inheritance
in interdivision time from one generation to the next.
Figure 13. Genetic variations in direct descendant cells of E. coli. (a) Interdivision time of
generations of direct descendant cells of four sister cells. (b) Interdivision time dependence
of populations of direct descendant cells in (a).

3.4. Adaptation Process for Sensor Proteins in Cells Caused by Environmental Changes
We then modified this on-chip single-cell cultivation/analysis system to simultaneously measure the
sensor-protein dynamics and motility of identical single cells for several generations.[8] This
technique revealed the potential of combining the microfabrication technique (single-cell cultivation
technique) and molecular biology (single-molecule observation).
E. coli cells are able to respond to changes in environmental chemo-effector concentrations
through reversing their flagellar motors [51,52]. Attractants (such as aspartate and serine) promote
counterclockwise rotation of the flagella, resulting in a smooth swimming action, whereas repellents
(such as phenol and Ni) promote clockwise rotation, resulting in tumbling. These responses are
mediated by membrane-bound, methyl-accepting chemoreceptor proteins (MCPs). Immunoelectron
microscopy revealed that MCP-CheW-CheA complexes are clustered in vivo, predominantly at the cell
poles [53], and merely weaker lateral clusters could be observed [54,55]. Polar-localization changes
have been expected according to environmental conditions, whereas no evidence concerning the
dynamics of localization-changes has been reported.
Conventional group-based experiments do not allow the process of MCP clustering and the effect
its change has on consecutive generations in individual cells, which is essential in estimating the
changes occurring during the alternation of generations. To understand epigenetic processes such as
adaptation and selection, both the protein-dynamics and the cell-dynamics of particular single cells
should be observed continuously and simultaneously for several generations. We used assayed
intracellular proteins tagged with green fluorescent protein (GFP) to measure the localizationdynamics of expressed proteins (Figure 14).
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Figure 14. Tar-GFP localization in E. coli cell. Upper fluorescence image shows the
localization of GFP-tar proteins at the both poles in a E. coli. Lower graph shows the
histogram of GFP localization profile from point A to B (see upper image) indicating
fluorescence localized at poles.

We modified the shape of the microchambers into a wheel to measure the time course for motility
(Figure 15A). In the experiment, we first placed a single bacterium in the microchamber and isolated it
in the wheel region so that it could swim along the track seal with the semi-permiable membrane lid on
the microchamber. Then, the bacterium running around the circle structure was continuously
monitored by measuring the tumbling frequency and protein-localization dynamics. When the cell
divided into two daughter cells, one of these was picked up with the optical tweezers, transported to
the axle area, and continuously confined in this region to stop its growing. The bacterium was
chemically stimulated by adding aspartate (nutrition for E. coli) into the medium.
After the first change of medium, it took more than three generations to recover the original pattern
of tar localization (Figure 15B(d,e) and 15C(d,e)). However, the frequency of tumbling remained
higher than the former generations. This may indicate that tar-localization requires more time to form
than to diffuses. Such asymmetric reversibility in protein localization may contribute to cell
phenomena being inherited caused by environmental changes. It also suggests the possibility that
change in tar localization can be inherited by descendant cells and this can affect their motility and
therefore their phenotype.
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Figure 15. Simultaneous observation of Tar-GFP localization and motility in identical
E. coli cell for several generations. When the cultivation started, the tar-localization ratio
(red squares) was 2.5 and the tumbling-frequency (blue circles) was 0.5 (s-1) [(a) in
Figure (A), and arrowhead “a” in graph in Figure (C)]. After the second cell division had
occurred, a minimal medium containing 1 mM of aspartate was applied to the third
generation cell (135 min after microcultivation). After the attractant was added,
tumbling-frequency (filled circles in graph) decreased immediately compared to the
previous generation. Localization of the aspartate sensitive sensor protein at two poles in
Escherichia coli (filled squares) also decreased quickly by half to 45 min following the
change of medium (Figures B(b) and C(b). Finally, after 80 min of stimulation with the
aspartate, the localized tar had diffused completely. Then, the aspartate was removed from
the cultivation medium and the cells were cultivated further to enable the recovery of
tar-localization dynamics to be measured (Figures B(c) and C(c)).

3.5. Origin of Individuality of Two Daughter Cells during the Division Process Examined by the
Simultaneous Measurement of Growth and Swimming Property [56]
Detecting changes in the swimming behavior of a particular line of growing cells seems feasible but
has been challenging many scientists because it is experimentally difficult. It is impossible to follow
direct descendant cells in a test tube, and even if they were identified they could not be observed
continuously as they grow. Clearly identifying transient time-course changes in particular function is
difficult, and they must be investigated separately because they might provide information about the
relation between growth and motility but not about when the individuality of a particular cell arises.
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We have overcome these experimental limitations by developing a system that measure growth and
motility simultaneously. Its single-cell-based dual-recording feature has made it possible to directly
compare the cellular growth and motility of a cell with that of its direct descendants.
A typical result of simultaneous measurement of cell length and running speed is summarized in
Figure 16. Figure 16(a) is a record of cell length and running speed for one generation, from the birth
of a cell to that of its daughter cells. Throughout its cell cycle the cell steadily elongated exponentially.
Its running speed, on the other hand, gradually decreased throughout the cycle. The running speed was
calculated on the basis of the recorded positions of the cell. By plotting these positions we can also
generate the swimming path of the cell for an arbitrarily defined time range (Figure 16(b)). Each
position was determined by an image analysis program driven in real time with 0.1-s resolution. The
program recognized the positions of the cell based on a successive series of high-resolution images
(Figure 16(c)).
Figure 16. Typical example of simultaneous measurement of growth and motility.
(a) Time course of single E. coli growth and motility for one cell cycle (t = 0 to 35.3). Cell
length (filled circles with a fitted exponential growth curve) steadily increased as the
running speed (open squares with S.D.) decreased throughout the cell cycle. Photographs
show the morphology of the cell at each corresponding time point. (b) Swimming path of
the cell. Black dots are recognized positions of the cell by the computer analysis program
for the hatched time range shown in (a) (t = 13.0 to 16.2). Bar, 20 µm. (c) Photographs of
the signified region in (b) at successive 0.1-s frames. The cell was swimming through the
region from right to left. Bar, 10 µm.
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By combining the repeated isolation procedure with this analysis, we can compare the growth and
motility of an isolated single cell with the growth and motility of its direct descendants. Figure 16 is an
example of simultaneous measurements for seven generations. The cell length smoothly increased
within each cell cycle (Figure 17(a)). The running speed decreased throughout each cell cycle
(Figure 17(b)). Within each cell cycle the plots of running speed versus generation time tended to form
smooth curves, but the slopes of those curves differed between one generation and another. Tumbling
frequency fluctuated between generations and did not show any constant increase or decrease
(Figure 17(c)).
Figure 17. Simultaneous measurement of growth and motility for successive generations.
Time course of single E. coli growth and motility were monitored by the measurement of
(a) cell length, (b) running speed (mean ± S.D.), and (c) tumbling frequency (mean ± S.E.).
Vertical dashed lines correspond to the timing of cell divisions. (d) Prolonged pausing
found in the final stage of cell cycles. Duration of pausing per each tumbling was averaged
in a time window of 1 min and plotted as a function of time for the generations 2 through 6
with the timing of cell division (vertical solid lines) as well as the initiation of cell
constriction (vertical dashed lines). Compared to the mean values before constriction
(horizontal solid lines, mean; horizontal dashed lines, S.D.), the duration tended to increase
in the final stage of cell cycles.
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Careful observation revealed that a pre-divisional cell after constriction showed characteristic
movement (movies available as Supplemental Material). It can be characterized by a longer duration of
pausing in motion: typically 10−1–100 s, which is about ten times longer than that caused by ordinary
tumbling (10−2–10−1 s). We named it prolonged pausing in contrast to ordinary tumbling. To analyze it
in a quantitative manner, we measured the duration of each pausing in motion and averaged in a 1-min
time window (Figure 17(d)). The duration of pausing remained relatively constant before cell
constriction, but it tended to increase after constriction to the level beyond the deviation from the
pre-constriction value (generation 5 seemed to be an exception). The increase in pausing duration
appeared only after cell constriction, reflecting that only pre-divisional cells exhibit prolonged pausing.
The results of this on-chip measurement were consistent with the results of conventional methods.
The measured running speed and tumbling frequency were both acceptable when compared to those
that have already been reported for the wild-type strain (25 μm/s and 0.53 s−1) [57]. This means that
the microchambers confining the cells did not affect the swimming behavior, and that the on-chip
measurement was compatible with other conventional methods.
More important is that we have measured growth and motility separately but simultaneously.
Conventional methods cannot deal with both of them because growth needs to be watched for a longer
term, whereas motility requires close observation for a shorter term. Moreover, conventionally
obtained results describe only the average characteristics of a group of cells. The improved on-chip
single-cell cultivation system that copes with swimming bacteria has overcome these limitations. We
have shown a direct relation between growth and motility: cell-cycle dependence of swimming behavior.
We found prolonged pausing that appeared exclusively in the final stage of cell cycles, after the
initiation of cell constriction. This prolonged pausing in pre-divisional cells poses an important
question about the emergence of individuality of the subsequent daughter cells.
Mother cells and daughter cells are usually defined by cell division: a physical process that divides
the cell body into two newborn ones. To complete cell division and to become two cells, however, a
cell must spend some time preparing at molecular and cellular levels. Thus there must be a transient
state in which two distinct control systems coexist in a pre-divisional cell. These two systems would
independently affect the intracellular mechanism for the whole-cell moving behavior.
Prolonged pausing, which appeared between the initiation of cell constriction and the physical
separation into two new cell bodies, is probably reflecting this behavior. After the initiation of cell
constriction, cellular contents are segregated into two daughters-to-be by an internal structure called a
septum. During the segregation process it is likely that switching in one daughter-to-be cannot be
synchronized smoothly with that in the other daughter-to-be. This asynchronous state may have been
observed as prolonged pausing. Because of its characteristic movement it differs from pausing of
antibiotic-treated filamentous cells, shown to be equivalent to ordinary tumbling of normal-sized
cells [58]. Rather we hypothesize that the observed prolonged pausing reflects the coexistence of two
distinct control systems within a mother cell; that is, individuality emerges after a single cell initiates
constriction and before it gets physically separated into two new cell bodies.
Individuality has also been discussed from the viewpoint of bacterial swimming behavior by
Spudich and Koshland [1]. They reported that cellular individuality in bacteria is rather steady
throughout their cell cycles. Although the phenomenon in this report looks like the opposite from our
results, it does not contradict this study. Because they regarded cell length as an index of cell cycles,
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and they neglected the fluctuation of synchrony between cell length and cell cycle. Since even direct
descendant cells vary in length [6], we cannot infer that different cells of the same cell length are at the
same stage of their cell cycles. The prolonged pausing we have found here was probably hidden by
this large variation, and was revealed by the long-term single-cell monitoring.
3.6. Asynchrony in the Growth and Motility Responses to Environmental Changes by Individual
Bacterial Cells [59]
Various physiological states of bacteria are related to their survival strategy under environmental
stresses. One example of the phenotypic diversity is a non-growing but metabolically active state
called quiescence, in which cells channel available metabolic resources toward particular cellular
functions, such as the expression of specific genes [60].
In this subsection, we have studied how the growth and motility of a single cell change in response
to a change of the external nutrient condition. Simultaneous monitoring of growth and motility with an
on-chip single-cell cultivation system revealed asynchrony in the growth and motility responses to
nutrient starvation. Cell growth stopped quickly after starvation began, whereas cell motility was first
maintained for several hours and then gradually lost. Discussing these results, we consider energetics
within an individual cell, the flagellation state of starved cells, and possible mechanisms responsible
for the observed response asynchrony.
An Escherichia coli strain AW539 was transformed with a plasmid coding a GFP-tagged aspartate
receptor for this study. This study demonstrated the feasibility of long-term, transgenerational
observation of single-cell growth and motility with the sequential use of multiple medium conditions of
choice. We applied nutrient condition changes to an isolated single cell to measure the response of its
movement and growth after the environmental changes. In each experiment a motile cell was chosen
and then continuously monitored, swimming freely but only within its chamber. Transgenerational
observation was achieved by using optical tweezers to repeatedly remove sister cells produced by cell
division. During the repeated removal the laser power was increased so that the unwanted cells were
“killed” and permanently fixed to the dead-ends of the chamber. The isolated condition was maintained
during medium exchange. The series of abovementioned procedures provided results presenting the
time-course change of cell length and running speed for multiple generations.
The simultaneous observation of cell growth and motility revealed asynchrony between the two
functions when a single cell respondsed to nutrient starvation (Figure 18). The cell cycle of the single
cell was first checked in the constant LB (nutrient-rich) medium condition. During each of the first few
generations, the growth curve increased monotonically and the speed curve showed a general tendency
to decrease. After a few generations, the LB medium was completely exchanged for 0.9% NaCl
aqueous solution (nutrient-free) so that the cell started experiencing nutrient starvation. Cell growth
stopped abruptly (in 10–20 min), after which cell length (and its shape and volume) remained the
same. On the other hand, the cell remained motile with occasional tumbling during starvation. The
running speed initially dropped in the first 5 min but then started to increase slightly. After the
two-hour starvation period, we exchanged the saline medium for the nutrient-rich LB medium. The
cell resumed its growth in about 10 min and then proliferated normally. The running speed increased
sharply (in ≈5 min) before the first cell division, and then the cell exhibited the same tendency of
decrease in speed that it exhibited before starvation.
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Figure 18. The effect of 2-h starvation on the single-cell growth and motility (a,b). The
medium was changed from LB to NaCl solution (hashed) and then back to LB again.
(a) The growth curve of a single cell and its direct descendants. (b) The speed curve of the
same cells. The triangle symbols with vertical dotted lines indicate the timing of cell
division. The effect of 16-h starvation on the single-cell growth and motility (c–f). The
medium was changed from LB to NaCl solution (hashed) and then back to LB again.
(c) The growth curve of a single cell and its direct descendants. (d) The speed curve of the
same cells. The triangle symbols indicate the timing of cell division. The arrow in (d)
indicates when the cell completely lost its motility and started to show Brownian motion.
(e) A magnified graph of (c) showing the region between 1.5 and 8.5 h. (f) A magnified
graph of (d) showing the region between 1.5 and 8.5 h. Flagellation state of starved cells
(g–i). (g) Control cells cultured in LB medium. Most of the cells had multiple flagella.
(h,i) Cells that experienced overnight (20 h) nutrient starvation. Almost all were
deflagellated like that shown in (h), but a very few had a short single flagellum (indicated
by the arrowhead) like that shown in (i). Phase: phase-contrast images. Alexa: fluorescent
images of Alexa 546 that labeled flagella and the entire cell body. GFP: fluorescent images
of membrane chemoreceptor protein Tar-GFP for the identification purpose. Note that the
fluorescent images are false-colored. Bar, 5 µm.
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Whereas the cell maintained its motility during starvation, it lost its motility during an extended
starvation period (Figure 18(c–f)). When the nutrient-free medium replaced the nutrient-rich medium,
the initial response was the same as that seeing during short-term starvation: the cell stopped growing
but kept moving, and the running speed dropped within 5 min but then started to increase slightly. A
few hours after the medium was exchanged, the running speed reached a local maximum and started
decreasing. During this slowing-down process the cell did not swim as smoothly as before, frequently
stopping and rotating. Eventually the cell lost its motility and started to demonstrate Brownian motion
(indicated by the arrow in Figure 18(d)). Motility was not recovered after the reintroduction of LB
medium, but growth and proliferation resumed.
Because growth-suspended cells remain motile, we think that cellular activity gets channeled into
selected functions. Like non-growing but metabolically active quiescent cells [60], starved cells might
use resources normally allocated to growth and division to maintain the transmembrane proton
gradient that drives flagellar rotation. This could be related to a foraging strategy in E. coli in that the
starving cells would be taking a risk to increase their likelihood of survival by redistributing available
energy [61,62].
The molecular basis of the maintenance of motility remains to be revealed. Related physiological
factors include pH, osmotic pressure, and chemotactic attractants present in the medium. For example,
gene regulation is known to be affected by external pH [63]. The effects of these factors can be
investigated individually by appropriate combinations of medium conditions.
What is behind the observed response asynchrony? Or, what is behind the apparent irreversibility in
cell motility? Mutations are usually unlikely to alter the genetic information of direct descendant cells,
since the per-genome mutation rate in E. coli is only 0.0025 per genome replication [64], but the
mutation rate in extremely severe environments could be tuned considerably higher as a stress
response [65]. The apparent irreversibility might also be due to epigenetic mechanisms that either
work within an individual cell or depend on the presence of other cells. Intercellular communication
such as quorum sensing [66] or contact-dependent regulation [67] could be the mechanism.
3.7. Quantitative Evaluation of Cell-to-Cell Communication Effects in Cell Group Class Using
On-Chip Individual-Cell-Based Cultivation System [68]
Cells possess the ability to adapt their phenotypes through cell-to-cell communication, which
underlies the cooperative behavior among interacting cells in a group [26–28,69–75]; the studies on
cell-to-cell communication are therefore of great importance to reveal how cooperative behavior and
multicellularity emerge in the class of cell group. To understand the role of a particular style of
cell-to-cell communication from the temporal and spatial aspect, the effects from all the other possible
styles must be carefully excluded; thereby the sole effect from the specific style of cell-to-cell
communication on cellular phenotype becomes measurable and understandable. Cell-to-cell
communication can be divided at least into two essentially different styles: communication through
diffusible signals and that through cell-to-cell direct contact. Effects from these two styles on cellular
phenotype should be separately examined by observing the responses of cells to the imposed style of
communication. The conventional methods of cell observation, however, are unable to distinguish
between these two styles; cells interact with each other extensively in complicated manners in normal
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cell cultures [67,73,76]. Therefore, a new method to separately control the style of cell-to-cell
communication is desired to take a logical approach to the understanding of the exact role of
cell-to-cell communication on cellular phenotype.
For the purpose of developing a new cell observation method in which the style of cell-to-cell
communication is controlled, we came up with an idea to apply a kind of microfluidic system called an
“on-chip single cell cultivation system”. In this system, cells are enclosed in “microchambers” and
observed continuously for many generations under the isolated and strictly controlled environmental
conditions. Cell-to-cell direct contact can be avoided by use of optical tweezers. Moreover, the
medium conditions surrounding isolated cells can be changed at arbitral timings; the responses to the
changes of medium conditions can be investigated at the individual cell level. Therefore, by extracting
a medium from a cell culture at high cell density and imposing it on isolated cells, the effect of
cell-to-cell communication only through diffusible signals is measurable.
Thus we have examined the sole effect of the cell-to-cell communication through diffusible signals
under the conditions where the cell-to-cell direct contact is strictly avoided, using E. coli (EJ2848) as a
model organism. We thereby show how individual isolated bacterial cells change their cellular states in
response to diffusible signals and that the populations’ coordinated entries into stationary phase are
explainable from the characteristics of single cells’ responses to the diffusible communication signals.
All the cell cultivations in the preparation were done at 37 °C with M9 minimum medium
(Qbiogene) supplemented with 0.2% (w/w) glucose and 1/2 MEM amino acids (Invitrogen). For
acquireing stationally state medium, first, a 5-µL of glycerol stock of EJ2848 was inoculated in a 1-mL
M9 medium, and cultured overnight at 37 °C by shake. A 100-µL of the full growth culture was
diluted in 40-mL M9 medium and cultured by shake for 20 hours. Note that the cultures under the
conditions presented here reach stationary phase in approximately 10 hours after the dilution. Then,
the stationary phase culture was centrifuged at 2,500×g for 10 min. The supernatant was filtered by a
0.2-µm syringe filter, thereby we obtained the stationary phase medium.
As a medium containing communication signals, we extracted the solution from the stationary
phase cultures of E. coli cultivated in M9 minimum medium (Qbiogene) supplemented with
0.2% (w/w) glucose and an amino acids mixture (1/2 MEM amino acids, Invitrogen). The stationary
phase medium was prepared from the cultures that entered stationary phase approximately 10 hours
before the extraction. Cells in the mid-exponential phase of batch cultures were loaded into the
microchambers shown in Figure 7. The microchamber was made of a thick negative photo-resist with
high aspect ratio, SU-8-5 (MicrochemCorp), whose height was adjusted to 5 µm in the fabrication
process. Cells in any of the four rooms of microchambers in the observation area were continuously
observed by maintaining them under the isolated conditions by use of optical tweezers. The cells
removed from the observation area were transferred and enclosed in the discarding areas at the both
sides of the microchamber. The microchamber was covered by a cellulose semipermeable membrane
(M.W. 50000, SpectraPor®) to avoid the escape of the cells. The membrane was decorated with
streptavidin whereas the glass slide was decorated with biotin, making the bond between the
membrane rid and the glass slides strong. The media were flown constantly at the rate of 1 mL/min.
The medium in the microchamber can be exchanged rapidly by diffusion with that flowing above the
membrane rid because the height of microchamber (h) was as low as 5 µm; the exchange speed of
glucose (diffusion constant: D = 6.7 × 10−10 m2 s−1), for instance, is calculated to be 19 s (h2/2D = 19 ms).
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Figure 19. Response of exponentially growing cells to stationary phase medium.
(a) Response to stationary phase medium without the supplements of glucose and amino
acids. The medium was exchanged from M9 medium to the stationary phase medium in
240 min since the beginning of the observation. The medium was also exchanged from the
stationary phase medium to M9 medium in 360 min since the previous medium exchange.
(b) Response to stationary phase medium with the supplement of glucose and amino
acids. (c) Growth rate transition around the medium exchange from M9 medium to the
nutrient-supplemented stationary phase medium. The transition of the growth rate average
of every 10 minutes of the four isolated single cells around the medium exchange was
plotted. The error bars show the standard deviations of the growth rates of the four cells.
The horizontal dotted line denotes 1.07 × 10−2 min−1, which is the averaged growth rate
over one hour before the from-M9-to-stationary medium change.

With this system, we examined how exponentially growing isolated E. coli cells respond to the
stationary phase environment, which should contain abundant diffusible communication signals. First,
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a cell was cultured in a microchamber in the constant flow of M9 medium using the on-chip single cell
cultivation system. Then, the flowing media was exchanged from M9 medium to the stationary phase
medium rapidly 240 min after the observation started by flushing the stationary phase medium for 30 s
at the rate of 30 mL/min. The flow rate was maintained at 1 mL/min thereafter. Figure 19(a) shows
one example of the response of a single cell to the stationary phase medium. The cell stopped its
growth and division instantly in response to the stationary phase medium. Moreover, it showed no
growth and division in the stationary phase medium. The flowing medium was exchanged from the
stationary phase medium to M9 medium 360 min after the stationary phase medium incubation started;
the cell resumed its growth with no delay of time, assuring the preservation of its viability in the
stationary phase medium. We confirmed that the rapid recovery of growth to the original level after the
incubation in the stationary phase medium for almost all of the observed cells (14 cells out of the
15 observed cells).
There still remains the possibility that the growth stop in Figure 19(a) was caused by the deficiency
of the essential nutrients in the medium. Thus we next supplemented the stationary phase medium with
glucose and amino acids with the same amount that was added to prepare fresh M9 medium, and
imposed this supplemented medium on exponentially growing cells (Figure 19(b)). The cell also
stopped its growth and division in response to the supplemented medium even though it contained an
enough amount of the nutrients; the growth stop was independent of the existence of the nutrients.
Therefore, it is conceivable that the growth stop was caused by the diffusible communication signals in
the stationary phase medium.
To characterize the speed of the response to the change of the flowing media, the transitions of
growth rate every ten minutes around the time of the medium exchange from M9 medium to the
stationary phase medium were examined (Figure 19(c)). The growth rate, ν, from time t min to (t + 10)
min was defined as ν = (1/10) ln [L(t + 10)/L(t)] (min−1), where L(t) is cell length at the time of t,
assuming that the length growth of E. coli occurs exponentially as, L(t) = L(t0) eν(t−t0) (t > t0).
Figure 19(c) shows the transition of the growth rate average of the four isolated cells in the four rooms
of the observation area around the medium exchange. The growth rate between the 10 min and the
20 min since the medium exchange decreased to zero, showing that all the cells stopped their growth
within 10 min in response to the signals in the stationary phase medium. This reveals the ability of
E. coli to adapt its growth rate quickly to the diffusible communication signals.
To elaborate the growth suppression mechanism through the diffusible signals, we next diluted the
nutrient-supplemented stationary phase medium with M9 medium at various concentrations and
imposed it on exponentially growing cells in microchambers.
Figure 20(a–d) show the responses of single isolated cells to the 90% (Figure 20(a)), the 80%
(Figure 20(b)), the 70% (Figure 20(c)) and the 60% (Figure 20(d)) stationary phase media. The results
show that the growth was suppressed instantly in response to the diluted media as was also seen in the
responses to the 100% stationary phase medium. The extent of the suppression was weakened as the
concentration of the stationary phase medium was lowered. Moreover, the cells in the diluted media
maintained the suppressed-level growth rates without gradual decreases. These results suggest that
cells quickly adjust their growth rate according to the present concentrations of the communication
signals around them.
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The relationship between growth rate and concentration of stationary phase medium is shown in
Figure 20(e). The graph reveals that the growth suppression started from the 60% concentration of the
medium and strengthened drastically. This non-linear relationship was fitted with a Hill equation:
νr = (1 − C)2.0/[0.038 + (1 − C)2.0] , whereνr is a relative growth rate to that in M9 medium (the 0%
stationary phase medium concentration) and C is a concentration of stationary phase medium.
Figure 20. Single cell responses to diluted stationary phase media. (a) Single cell response
of exponentially growing cell to 90% stationary phase medium. (b) Response to 80%
stationary phase medium. (c) Response to 70% stationary phase medium. (d) Response
to 60% stationary phase medium. (e) Relationship between growth rate and concentration
of stationary phase medium. The error bars represent the standard errors (n = 14 for
the 100%, and n = 4 for all the other points). The fitting curve represents:
νr = (1 − C)2.0/[0.038 + (1 − C)2.0].

The next question is whether the characteristics of a population are explainable from the single cell
behaviors revealed above. To explore this, we measured the responses of batch culture cell populations
to the stationary phase media. For this measurement, we inoculated E. coli cells into a 20-mL M9
medium. The cells were cultured at 37 °C by shake for 5 hours and make them reach the
mid-exponential phase (optical density at 600 nm was ca. 0.1). The cultures were then centrifuged at
2,500 × g for 10 min, the supernatant being discarded thereafter. 20-ml nutrient-supplemented media at
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various stationary phase medium concentrations were added, and the cells in the precipitate were
diffused by pipetting. The cells were again cultured at 37 °C by shake and the growths in the various
initial concentrations of the stationary phase medium were measured.
Figure 21(a) shows the growths of the cell populations measured by optical density at 600 nm. The
relative growths after the medium exchange were enlarged in Figure 21(b), replotting with the initial
cell concentrations normalized.
Figure 21. Response of cell populations. (a) Responses to stationary phase medium at
various concentrations. The stationary phase media at the various concentrations were
imposed on the cell populations in the mid-exponential phase; the growths in the imposed
media were observed thereafter. The growth was measured by optical density at 600 nm.
(b) Growth of populations after medium exchanges. The growths in the imposed media
were enlarged with the initial cell concentrations normalized. (c) Time of stationary phase
entry. The time of entering stationary phase (see text for the definition) was plotted against
the concentration of the imposed stationary phase medium. (d) Effect of cell-to-cell
contact. The cell populations in the mid-exponential phase were imposed to the 70% or the
0% stationary phase media at the ×2, ×1, or ×0.5 cell concentration relative to that before
the medium exchanges. (e) Growths at different initial cell concentrations. The growths of
the populations in (d) after the medium exchanges were enlarged with the initial cell
concentrations normalized. (f) Growth rate at different initial cell concentrations. The
growth rates of the populations in (d) for the first 1.5 hours were compared. The error bars
represent the standard deviations (n = 3).
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The growth of the population in the 100% stationary phase medium stopped instantly and stayed
constant thereafter as was expected from the single cell observation in Figures 11–20. In the diluted
supernatants, the populations took the suppressed-level growth rates in response to the medium
exchanges, which is also expected from the single cell observation in Figure 20. However, an
intriguing and unexpected characteristic was shown in the populations’ growths: they entered
stationary phases at the different cell concentrations without reaching the maximum cell concentration
of the population whose medium was exchanged to the 0% stationary phase medium (M9 medium).
There is no possibility that the difference in the final cell concentrations lies in the deficiency of the
nutrients, for the diluted stationary phase medium was prepared by mixing M9 medium and the
supplemented stationary phase medium; the concentration of the nutrients are the same as that of M9
medium in the case that the nutrients were completely deprived in the stationary phase medium, or
more than that of M9 medium in the case that the nutrients were left in the stationary phase medium.
As another characteristic of the growth of the populations, the time to enter the stationary phases
was compared between the populations (Figure 21(c)). The time to enter stationary phase medium was
defined as the time for the logarithm of relative ODs in Figure 21(b) to reach to 0.95 log (Final OD).
The result shows that the population whose medium was exchanged to the 80% stationary phase
medium exhibited the significant delay to enter the stationary phase.
To examine the effect on growth of populations from cell-to-cell direct contact, we altered cell
concentrations of batch cultures in the mid-exponential phase, exchanging the media from 20 mL M9
medium to 10 mL, 20 mL or 40 mL of the 70% stationary phase media or M9 medium, thereby
compared the growths of the populations at the different initial cell concentrations where the
cell-to-cell contact frequencies are different. Figure 21(d) is the growths of those cell populations. The
relative growths after the medium exchanges were enlarged in Figure 21(e) with the initial cell
concentration of each population normalized. The growth rates of the first 1.5 hours were measured in
Figure 21(f), showing that the growth rates in the identical concentration of the stationary phase
medium were the same despite the difference of the initial cell concentrations, that is, under the
conditions where the cell-to-cell direct contact frequencies were different. This means that the
cell-to-cell direct contact does not affect the growth rate; only the communication through diffusible
signals affects the growth rates.
The result that cell-to-cell direct contact has no effect on growth promises to explain the
characteristics of cell population from the results of the single cell observation that focused on the
communication only through the diffusible signals. The results of the single cell observation are
summarized as follows:
A cell determines its growth rate according to the concentration of the diffusible signals in the
present immediate environment (Figures 19(a,b) and 20(a–d)). The relationship between growth rate
and the concentration of the diffusible signals can be written as the Hill equation (Figure 20(e)).
In addition to the facts above, the information on how cells produce the signals is necessary to
simulate population growth. Because this information was unobtainable from the single cell
observation, we examined the two models, each of which postulates a specific simple signal
production mechanism. In Model 1, we postulated that the signal production rate per unit cell volume
was constant. On the other hand in Model 2, we postulated that the signal production rate per unit cell
volume was proportional to the growth rate at that moment. With these postulates, we simulated the
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growths of populations at the various initial signal concentrations (data not shown). The both models
reproduced the characteristic of the population growths in the experiment, that is, the entrance into the
stationary phases without reaching the maximum cell density in the diluted stationary phase media. We
also examined the time of entering the stationary phases, revealing that Model 2 reproduced the
experimental result well that the population imposed the 80% stationary phase medium exhibited the
significant delay to enter the stationary phase.
The result means that if we postulate the signal production rate per unit volume is proportional to
the growth rate at that moment, the behaviors and characteristics of the cell population is explainable
from the characteristics of single cells. Therefore, the macroscopic behavior of cell populations is
understandable from the microscopic characteristics of individual cells that communicate and alter
their growth states through the diffusible signals.
As shown above, we have demonstrated a new method of quantitatively measuring the sole effect of
cell-to-cell communication through diffusible signals under the conditions where cell-to-cell direct
contact is strictly avoided. Owing to the ability of this method to separate the two styles of cell-to-cell
communication, the growth suppression observed in the single cell observation is clearly attributable
to the communication through the diffusible signals in the stationary phase medium. In the
conventional methods of measuring the effect of cell-to-cell communication such as observing cells on
gel plates [28] and measuring the growths at high cell density in liquid media [67], the two styles of
cell-to-cell interactions, through diffusible signals and through cell-to-cell contact, couldn’t be strictly
separated; the exact contribution of each style to the determination of individual cells’ phenotypes and
to the coordination of cellular behaviors were not measurable.
This method can be applied to measure the effect of cell-to-cell direct contact by enclosing a
specific number of cells in one room of a microchamber and constantly flowing fresh medium; the
cells in a room can communicate only through cell-to-cell direct contact in this condition. We indeed
enclosed two cells in one room and measured their growths, detecting no suppression through
cell-to-cell contact (data not shown). This is expectable from the result in Figure 21(d,e), in which we
showed that the growth rates of the populations were not affected by cell-to-cell direct contact.
The single cell observation in this study shows that the diffusible signals in the stationary phase
environment works instantly within 10 min on exponentially growing cells and that cells determine the
growth rates according to the signal concentration. The results mean that the communication signals
are one of the major determinants of individual cells’ growth states, hence, of the growth phases of cell
populations. Moreover, the fact that even exponentially growing cells responded instantly to the
stationary phase medium suggests that cells make them always ready to respond to the signals even in
an exponential phase.
The signals in the stationary phase medium have not been characterized yet. We have confirmed so
far that the growth suppression effect was preserved in the incubation at 80 °C for 10 hours, and in the
treatments of trypsin and carboxypeptidase Y. This suggests that the factors are neither protein nor
peptide. It may be probable that several diffusible factors cooperatively work in the growth suppression.
The possibility that the growth suppression was caused by the low pH of the stationary phase
medium (pH 5.9) compared with that of M9 medium (pH 6.8) can be denied because the growth rate in
the low pH M9 medium (pH 5.8) was lower only by 20% than in the normal M9 medium. Although
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the low pH might contribute to the growth suppression to some extent, it cannot explain the instant and
complete suppression of growth by the stationary phase supernatant.
3.8. Quantitative Measurement of Possible Damage Caused by 1064-nm Wavelength Optical Trapping
of Escherichia coli Cells Using on-Chip Single Cell Cultivation System [77]
In the experiments above, we have used optical tweezers to control the numbers of cells within the
microchambers. Thus, to distinguish whether the change of cells’ property was caused by the change
of environment or caused by the optical trapping, we need to quantify the possible damage to cells
caused by the optical trapping of them. About those possible damage caused by optical trapping,
Ashkin’s group reported first that there is no damage to the growth and division of E. coli, with
1,064-nm, 80 mW optical trapping for several intervals of 10 min irradiations [45]. However, the
following reports showed the potential damage caused by the optical trapping, e.g., damage on cells’
propagatoin [78–80], the damage of cell’s motility [81], and direct damage caused by the expression of
stress response gene [82]. As these reports are qualitative report, we still cannot clarify how safe we
can use the optical tweezers for cell handling.
Hence, we report here the results of quantitative optical trapping damage measurement in which we
continuously followed the growth and division dynamics of isolated single cells of E. coli with
comparing those of non-treated sister cells under a uniform and steady condition, in order to determine
the magnitude of the effect between cells possessing identical genetic information and experience.
In this experiment, we used the on-chip single cell cultivation system as described in Figure 6. In
our protocol, one of two daughter cells was used as a target cell to which various trap conditions were
applied. The other daughter cell was used as a reference. Figures 11–23(a) summarizes our protocol.
At the beginning, we focused on a microchamber containing one cell in either of four rooms of a
microchamber. When the cell divided into two daughter cells, one of them was arbitrary chosen,
trapped by optical tweezers, and transported slowly to one of the other vacant rooms by moving a
stage of a microscope. We released the cell after trapping for a pre-determined time. This release time
was defined as time = 0. We kept recording the growth of both trapped and intact daughter cells
simultaneously either until both of the two daughter cells divided or until the time reaches 180 minutes.
From the video data, we measured the time course change of cell lengths of two daughter cells (see
Figure 22). The time-course data holds the information on the differences between two daughter cells
in basic growth and division functions. As parameters, we defined division time (T) and growth speed
(v). Division time is a time taken to divide from time = 0. Growth speed is defined as

v=

1 L−l
T l

(1)

where L is cell length just before the division and l is length at time = 0. We adopted these parameters
to examine the damages on growth and division functions.
First, we examined whether an E. coli cell could grow and divide during continuous trap of optical
tweezers. We trapped one fo two daughter cells with minimum force for optical trapping of cell, 3 mW
power (at obj. lens position) continuously. As the rod shaped E. coli stands perpendicular to the light
way of optical tweezers (i.e., vertical; see Figure 22(a)), we cannot observe the shape of E. coli during
its trapping. Thus, we released it for ten seconds from the trap every ten minutes and measured the
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length of the trapped cell. Figure 23(a) shows the time course of cell growth. The trapped cell (filled
circles) didn't grow in a continuous trap for 180 min. On the other hand, the other intact daughter cell
normally grew with exponential manner and divided in 88 min (open circles; initial lengths of divided
two daughters, open triangle and cross “X”). After we finished 180 min laser irradiation (see arrow in
Figure 23(a)), we continuously examined the change of the ability of the long-term trapped cells, and
found no growth nor any division for at least 140 min. This result showed that E. coli cannot grow and
divide both in and after the long-term trap of 3 hours even at the minimum laser power for optical
trapping of cells, 3 mW (obj.). We found that a long-term trapping suppresses the growth and division
abilities of E. coli regardless of its trapping power.
Figure 22. Procedure for damage measurement. (a) Direct comparison of two daughter
cells. In our method, we directly compared two daughter cells derived from the same
mother to measure the damage. At the division of a mother cell, we arbitrary chose either
of the daughter cells and trapped it by optical tweezers. After trapping for pre-determined
time, we stopped trapping it and compared the growth and division pattern between
trapped and intact daughter cells. In this method, an intact daughter cell is used as a
reference of the damage measurement. (b) Growth and division parameters. Simultaneous
observation of two daughter cells gives time-course change of cell lengths of both cells.
This graph holds the information of growth and division characteristics. We compared
interdivision time and growth speed between trapped and intact daughter cells. See text for
the definitions of interdivision time and growth speed.

Next, we examined the damage from optical trapping under various trapping time and laser power
conditions. For that, we changed trapping time from 0.5 min to 7.5 min and laser power from 3 mW to
30 mW. For the quantitative evaluation of the damage caused by the optical trapping, we compared the
relative differences between the trapped and the intact daughter cells, and categorized into the three
patterns as described above. As the growth speed and interdivision time of each individual cells are too
variable to distinguish the regular growth speed and slower growth speed, the higher similarity of
growth speed and interdivision time of sister cells was applied for comparing the results, i.e., we used
the intact sister cells as the standard growth curve to categorize the trapped sister cells. In the analysis,
the difference in growth speed between sister cells (both free from the irradiation of laser trapping)
was less than 4.0 × 10−3 min−1 with 25% CV.
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Figure 23. Damage to growth and division abilities at various laser power and trapping
time conditions. (a) No growth and division in continuous trap. The graph shows
time-course changes in lengths of both the continuously trapped daughter cell and the
intact daughter cell. The length of trapped cell (filled circle points) showed almost no
change in length in trapping (0–180 min) while the intact daughter cell grew and divided
normally (open circle points). Though the trapped daughter cell was released from the trap
at 180 min (black arrow), the length did not change for at least 140 min. even after the
release. (b–d) Growth and division patterns of optically trapped cells under various
trapping conditions. Three typical examples of growth and division patterns of trapped
cells under various trapping conditions. (b) The trapped cell with no damage. It had almost
the same growth speed and divided faster than the intact cell. (Laser power = 3 mW(Obj.),
trapping time = 1 min). (c) The trapped cell with slower growth speed and longer
interdivision time than the intact cell although it did grow and divide. (Laser power =
18 mW(Obj.), trapping time = 1 min). (d) The trapped cell with no growth and division.
(Laser power = 15 mW(Obj.), trapping time = 2 min). (e) Damage estimated by their
growth. (f) Damage estimated by their division. The blue circles in the graph represents
the points of “normal”, the black triangles “slow”, and the red squares “no” growth,
respectively.
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Similarly, the difference in interdivision time between sister cells was less than 36 min with 25%
CV. We therefore judged that the trapped cell was “Normal” when the differences between the trapped
and intact daughter cells were within 25% difference. When the differences were larger than the 25%
differences, even though they did grow or divide within 180min. we judged their growth or division
was “Slow”. The conditions under which the trapped cell did not grow or divide at all within 180min
were attributed to “No” growth and division conditions. Figure 23 also shows the typical examples of
those three types. First, almost no difference between the trapped cell and the intact cell, which is
usually observed in the cells trapped for a short time with weak laser power (Figure 23(b)). Second,
slower growth and slower interdivision time, which is observed under the increased trapping time and
laser power condition (Figure 23(c)). The third and finally, completely stopped growth and division
case as described in Figure 23(d).
Figure 23(e,f) shows the damage dependences of laser power and trapping time in growth speed
(Figure 23(e)) and in division time (Figure 23(f)). Each plot of the filled circles represents the one
experimental result of those of the normal response of cell growth and division. Filled triangles are
those of slower cells, and filled squares are those of no growth. The results showed that the damages
on growth and division became more obvious when the cells were trapped with stronger laser power
and for longer trapping time. Comparing Figure 23(e,f), we found that the damage intensity is larger
on division time than on growth speed. There were several conditions under which the division was
completely inhibited while growth speed was normal (for example, at 12 mW–1 min point).
Furthermore, the different type of damage (normal, slow, no growth) separated into three regions
separated by the hyperbolic curves, i.e., (laser power) × (trapping time) = constant. For example, when
the total work was less than 0.54 J, growth tendency was normal, whereas the work larger than 1.44 J
gives no growth tendency. Similarly, division tendency was normal if the total work was less than
0.36 J, and 1.06 J may stop the cell division activity. Those results of tendency suggest the damage
depended on the total work applied to the cells from optical trapping, not caused by the non-linear
factors. That is, the possible damage affected by the optical trapping might be estimated by the total
energy applied to the cells.
Under the various trapping conditions of laser power and trapping time, we found the damage
intensities on growth were larger than on division. Moreover, we found the damage could affect cell
growth and division even under the minimum power of trapping even this trapping condition was a
magnitude smaller than the previous reports [45,78–82].
The difference of the threshold intensities of damages on cell growth and division might mean that
the optical trapping affected on the two different cell functions. The significance of this result for the
application of optical handling to cell biology is that the trapping damage of cell division mechanism
must be more sensitive than those of cell growth. For example, the maximum value of the safe
“normal” trapping condition for growth was 18mJ, while that for division was 6 mJ. Thus we should
apply optical handling for the study of bacterial division below 6 mJ, which is more tight condition
than that of bacterial growth.
One possible candidate of the origin of those damages might be mutations in the genes coding
proteins that act in DNA segregation or septation [83,84]. In our observations, however, the cells in the
next generation produced from the damaged cells returned to the regular growth and division pattern
(data not shown), indicating that the damage could not have been caused by mutations in these
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candidate genes. It is also known that the SOS or heat shock responses can lead to change their
characteristics because they transiently inhibit the division mechanisms [84–86]. We must, however,
stress the uniformity of the environmental condition in on-chip single cell cultivation system imposed
on our cells: there is no reason to invoke these responses except for optical trapping. Moreover, since
the slower elongation and division did not inherit to next generation, it is very improbable that this
behavior was occasioned by any damage on gene itself. Hence we assert that the slowing and stopping
of growth and division are occasioned by the intracellular leak of the reactions that temporarily inhibit
the growth and division mechanism, which might be caused by the optical trapping prevents free
movement of molecules for their reaction. Strengthening evidence for such stochastic intracellular
reactions is provided by the observation that even in the regular growth and division pattern under
uniform conditions, significantly large fluctuations in interdivision time (up to 33%) were observed [6].
Combining all our present results, optical trap completely suppresses both growth and division
under continuous trap and after the long-term trap. And the damage linearly depends on the total
energy (work) applied by optical trap and is more intense on division than on growth. It should be
noted that these results could not have been obtained without the direct observation and competition of
two sister cells under strict control of environmental conditions. This method of following the behavior
of specific phenotypes of individual cells with strict control of their interactions should become a
powerful tool in the near future for single cell based epigenetic studies, which are themselves rapidly
acquiring importance as an essential element of post-genome research.
4. Conclusions
We have developed and used a series of new methods of understanding the meaning of genetic and
epigenetic information in a life system exploiting microstructures fabricated on a chip. The most
important contribution of this study was to be able to reconstruct the concept of a cell regulatory
network from the “local” (molecules expressed at certain times and places) to the “global” (the cell as
a viable, functioning system). Knowledge of epigenetic information, which we can control and change
during cell lives, complements the genetic variety, and these two kinds are indispensable for living
organisms. This new kind of knowlege has the potential to be the basis of cell-based biological and
medical fields like those involving cell-based drug screening and the regeneration of organs from
stem cells.
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